Tournament Results

103G

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Jessica McCall of Kotzebue

1st Place Match
Jessica McCall (Kotzebue) 5-10, So. over () , . (Bye)
112G

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Starr Erikson of Nome
2nd Place - Zaida Baldwin of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Kei Daniels of Elim

1st Place Match
Starr Erikson (Nome) 19-0, Sr. over Zaida Baldwin (Kotzebue) 19-6, Fr. (MD 9-1)

2nd Place Match
Zaida Baldwin (Kotzebue) 19-6, Fr. over Kei Daniels (Elim) 0-1, . (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Kei Daniels (Elim) 0-1, . over () , . (Bye)
119G

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Katie Smith of Nome

**1st Place Match**
Katie Smith (Nome) 7-8, Fr. over (), . (Bye)
125G

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Ava Earthman of Nome

**1st Place Match**
Ava Earthman (Nome) 3-5, Jr. over () , . (Bye)
130G

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Jacquelyn Berlin of Buckland

**1st Place Match**
Jacquelyn Berlin (Buckland) 0-2, . over (Bye)
135G

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Shelby Sampson of Selawik  
2nd Place - Mae Shroyer of Kotzebue  
3rd Place - Patricia McCall of Kotzebue

**1st Place Match**
Shelby Sampson (Selawik) 9-2, . over Mae Shroyer (Kotzebue) 15-13, Sr. (Fall 0:25)

**2nd Place Match**
Mae Shroyer (Kotzebue) 15-13, Sr. over Patricia McCall (Kotzebue) 2-8, Sr. (RULE)

**3rd Place Match**
Patricia McCall (Kotzebue) 2-8, Sr. over () , . (Bye)
145G

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Eve Negovanna of Barrow
2nd Place - Candace Wilson of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Trisha Mann of Selawik
4th Place - Joy Katcheak of Stebbins
5th Place - Georgia Ustaszewski of Nome
6th Place - Sarah Stenek of Shishmaref

1st Place Match
Eve Negovanna (Barrow) 16-11, So. over Trisha Mann (Selawik) 6-3, . (Dec 8-1)

2nd Place Match
Candace Wilson (Kotzebue) 11-9, Fr. over Trisha Mann (Selawik) 6-3, . (Fall 0:19)

3rd Place Match
Candace Wilson (Kotzebue) 11-9, Fr. over Joy Katcheak (Stebbins) 7-9, Sr. (Fall 1:10)

5th Place Match
Georgia Ustaszewski (Nome) 11-10, So. over Sarah Stenek (Shishmaref) 0-3, Sr. (Fall 2:33)
160G

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Emily Hoke of Kotzebue
2nd Place - Maureen Booshu of Gambell

1st Place Match
Emily Hoke (Kotzebue) 6-6, Sr. over Maureen Booshu (Gambell) 0-3, Jr. (Bye)
189G

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Rachel Moore of Shaktoolik
2nd Place - Kyleigha Wilson of Noatak
3rd Place - Jasmin Rock of Shaktoolik

1st Place Match
Rachel Moore (Shaktoolik) 3-0, Sr. over Kyleigha Wilson (Noatak) 6-3, Jr. (Fall 2:44)

2nd Place Match
Kyleigha Wilson (Noatak) 6-3, Jr. over Jasmin Rock (Shaktoolik) 0-1, So. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Jasmin Rock (Shaktoolik) 0-1, So. over () , . (Bye)
235G

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Tharissa Thomas of Kotzebue

**1st Place Match**
Tharissa Thomas (Kotzebue) 7-2, Sr. over (Bye)
103

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Correy Campbell of Gambell
2nd Place - Jordan Barger of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Kaden Jackson of Shaktoolik
4th Place - Trinity Kubalack of Kotzebue
5th Place - Micah Mitchell of Noatak

**1st Place Match**
Correy Campbell (Gambell) 13-4, Fr. over Jordan Barger (Kotzebue) 7-15, Fr. (Fall 2:55)

**2nd Place Match**
Jordan Barger (Kotzebue) 7-15, Fr. over Kaden Jackson (Shaktoolik) 4-3, Fr. (Fall 3:35)

**3rd Place Match**
Kaden Jackson (Shaktoolik) 4-3, Fr. over Trinity Kubalack (Kotzebue) 5-9, Fr. (Fall 3:26)

**5th Place Match**
Micah Mitchell (Noatak) 5-7, Fr. over () , . (Bye)
112

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Paris Hebel of Nome
2nd Place - Alexander Colvin of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Shane Walton of Noatak

1st Place Match
Paris Hebel (Nome) 11-5, Fr. over Alexander Colvin (Kotzebue) 4-15, Fr. (MD 11-0)

2nd Place Match
Alexander Colvin (Kotzebue) 4-15, Fr. over Shane Walton (Noatak) 10-8, Fr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Shane Walton (Noatak) 10-8, Fr. over ( ) , (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Taylor Kulukhon of Shaktoolik
2nd Place - Jeremy Lane of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Justin Kim of Kotzebue

1st Place Match
Taylor Kulukhon (Shaktoolik) 3-1, Jr. over Justin Kim (Kotzebue) 16-18, Sr. (Fall 3:03)

2nd Place Match
Jeremy Lane (Kotzebue) 12-15, Fr. over Justin Kim (Kotzebue) 16-18, Sr. (Dec 9-5)

3rd Place Match
Jeremy Lane (Kotzebue) 12-15, Fr. over () , . (Bye)
125

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Caleb Evatt of Nome
2nd Place - JJ Marble of Nome
3rd Place - Amos Sage of Noatak
4th Place - Elijah Capelle of Shaktoolik

1st Place Match
Caleb Evatt (Nome) 19-1, Sr. over JJ Marble (Nome) 9-4, Jr. (TF-1.5 4:00 (16-0))

2nd Place Match
JJ Marble (Nome) 9-4, Jr. over Amos Sage (Noatak) 11-4, Jr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Amos Sage (Noatak) 11-4, Jr. over Elijah Capelle (Shaktoolik) 0-4, Jr. (Fall 1:11)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Coltrane Chase of Kotzebue
2nd Place - Tai Chan of Barrow
3rd Place - Bryant Sun of Shugnak

1st Place Match
Coltrane Chase (Kotzebue) 11-17, So. over Tai Chan (Barrow) 1-1, Sr. (SV-1 19-17)

2nd Place Match
Tai Chan (Barrow) 1-1, Sr. over Bryant Sun (Shugnak) 0-1, Fr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Bryant Sun (Shugnak) 0-1, Fr. over () , . (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Jay Rick Nobleza of Barrow
2nd Place - Chase Noongook of Savoonga
3rd Place - Henry Garfield of Kobuk Laugviik
4th Place - Joe Barr of Kiana
5th Place - Raymond Ningeulook of Shishmaref
6th Place - Brian Taft of Shishmaref

1st Place Match
Jay Rick Nobleza (Barrow) 17-4, So. over Chase Noongook (Savoonga) 6-3, . (Fall 1:26)

2nd Place Match
Chase Noongook (Savoonga) 6-3, . over Henry Garfield (Kobuk Laugviik) 3-1, Sr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Henry Garfield (Kobuk Laugviik) 3-1, Sr. over Joe Barr (Kiana) 6-7, . (Fall 3:02)

5th Place Match
Raymond Ningeulook (Shishmaref ) 2-4, Fr. over Brian Taft (Shishmaref ) 0-3, Jr. (Fall 1:23)
140

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Tobin Hobbs of Nome
2nd Place - Ryan Troyer of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Nikolai Avalnun of Gambell
4th Place - Edward Stork of Buckland
5th Place - Timothy Stenek of Shishmaref

1st Place Match
Tobin Hobbs (Nome) 10-7, So. over Ryan Troyer (Kotzebue) 17-15, So. (Fall 5:15)

2nd Place Match
Ryan Troyer (Kotzebue) 17-15, So. over Nikolai Avalnun (Gambell) 12-6, Fr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Nikolai Avalnun (Gambell) 12-6, Fr. over Edward Stork (Buckland) 6-6, . (Fall 1:02)

5th Place Match
Timothy Stenek (Shishmaref) 0-6, Fr. over () . (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Ben Cross of Nome
2nd Place - Tristan Thrasher of Stebbins
3rd Place - Frederick Sinnok of Shishmaref

1st Place Match
Ben Cross (Nome) 18-1, Sr. over Tristan Thrasher (Stebbins) 10-7, Sr. (Fall 1:11)

2nd Place Match
Tristan Thrasher (Stebbins) 10-7, Sr. over Frederick Sinnok (Shishmaref) 5-6, Sr. (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Frederick Sinnok (Shishmaref) 5-6, Sr. over (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Elden Cross of Nome
2nd Place - Stephan Anderson of Nome
3rd Place - Richard Hankinson of Noorvik
4th Place - Vince Carter of Noatak
5th Place - Ashton Aningayou of Gambell

1st Place Match
Elden Cross (Nome) 20-4, Jr. over Stephan Anderson (Nome) 15-9, So. (Dec 5-2)

2nd Place Match
Stephan Anderson (Nome) 15-9, So. over Richard Hankinson (Noorvik) 11-6, . (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Richard Hankinson (Noorvik) 11-6, . over Vince Carter (Noatak) 2-7, Fr. (Fall 0:35)

5th Place Match
Ashton Aningayou (Gambell) 7-11, Sr. over () , . (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Owen Hebel of Nome

1st Place Match
Owen Hebel (Nome) 6-6, Sr. over () . . (Bye)
171

Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Erik Mills-Bain of Kotzebue
2nd Place - Brinton Hoke of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Joseph Black, Jr of Selawik

1st Place Match
Erik Mills-Bain (Kotzebue) 20-10, Sr. over Brinton Hoke (Kotzebue) 2-13, Fr. (Fall 0:50)

2nd Place Match
Brinton Hoke (Kotzebue) 2-13, Fr. over Joseph Black, Jr (Selawik) 0-1, . (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Joseph Black, Jr (Selawik) 0-1, . over () , . (Bye)
Guaranteed Places
1st Place - Ethan Roetman of Kotzebue
2nd Place - Billy Nelson of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Derek Seppilu, Jr of Savoonga
4th Place - Joshua Takak of Shaktoolik
5th Place - Garrison Koutchak of Unalakleet Schools
6th Place - Jon Avalnun of Gambell

1st Place Match
Ethan Roetman (Kotzebue) 23-4, Sr. over Billy Nelson (Kotzebue) 16-5, Sr. (MD 10-0)

2nd Place Match
Billy Nelson (Kotzebue) 16-5, Sr. over Derek Seppilu, Jr (Savoonga) 6-5, . (RULE)

3rd Place Match
Derek Seppilu, Jr (Savoonga) 6-5, . over Joshua Takak (Shaktoolik) 4-3, Sr. (Dec 11-4)

5th Place Match
Garrison Koutchak (Unalakleet Schools) 4-6, Jr. over Jon Avalnun (Gambell) 7-7, Sr. (Bye)
215

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Benjamin Joe Heather of Barrow
2nd Place - Andrew Bergan of Kotzebue
3rd Place - Frank Beecroft of Kotzebue
4th Place - Travis Takak of Shaktoolik

**1st Place Match**
Benjamin Joe Heather (Barrow) 18-1, Sr. over Andrew Bergan (Kotzebue) 17-8, Sr. (Fall 1:18)

**2nd Place Match**
Andrew Bergan (Kotzebue) 17-8, Sr. over Frank Beecroft (Kotzebue) 3-12, Fr. (Fall 0:45)

**3rd Place Match**
Frank Beecroft (Kotzebue) 3-12, Fr. over Travis Takak (Shaktoolik) 1-4, Fr. (Fall 3:04)
285

**Guaranteed Places**
1st Place - Sam Talaiasi of Barrow
2nd Place - Russell Saccheus of Elim
3rd Place - Kai Whitmore of Kotzebue
4th Place - James Tuckfield of Barrow

**1st Place Match**
Sam Talaiasi (Barrow) 18-6, Jr. over Kai Whitmore (Kotzebue) 2-5, So. (Fall 0:44)

**2nd Place Match**
Russell Saccheus (Elim) 2-1, . over Kai Whitmore (Kotzebue) 2-5, So. (Fall 3:37)

**3rd Place Match**
Russell Saccheus (Elim) 2-1, . over James Tuckfield (Barrow) 2-9, Jr. (Fall 0:52)